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Productivity is the key buzzword for
economic planners, as the Government
moves ahead to restructure the economy.
But how are firms coping with the
productivity drive? Are the gains

sustainable? The Straits Times speaks to
firms in the much-criticised construction
sector and finds that bosses are changing the
way they build, relying more on technology
and less on cheaper foreign labour.

Firms warming up
to productivity drive
By AARON LOW

in five sectors: construction,
food manufacturing, furniture,
logistics, and food and beverage, all of which have been targeted by the Government’s productivity drive.
We wanted to know how
firms were taking to the push
for productivity.
How was the campaign affecting business and can the
gains be sustained?
The answers were mixed.
Many bosses are squaring up
to the reality that the old way
of doing things can no longer
persist.
For instance, Mr Poh Ah
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THREE years since Singapore
first outlined plans to raise productivity, the results have so
far been unspectacular.
The Republic started off the
drive with a big bang in 2010,
when productivity rose an impressive 11.1 per cent, on the
back of a strong economy
which grew 14.8 per cent.
But the initial euphoria soon
faded. In 2011, productivity
growth slumped to a mere 1 per
cent while productivity actually fell an average of 2.4 per
cent for the first nine months
of last year.
Beyond the numbers, it is
clear, however, that the productivity message is getting
through, going by the dozens of
companies The Straits Times interviewed over the past three
weeks.
We went out to talk to firms

Seng, managing director and
founder of Seng Hua Hng Foodstuff, which manufactures
Camel Nuts, said that the firm
“has no choice but to automate
our processes”.
“Our factory is already understaffed at the moment. We
want to try and hire more Singaporeans but this has been very
difficult,” he said.
“Our solution at the moment has been to look into
more automation in our production process.”
But others, especially small
firms, shrugged off the need to
raise productivity.

SPOONFUL OF SUGAR EXPECTED
The Government will persist and firms will have to go along.
But it will make the medicine a bit easier to swallow with new
measures in the Budget.
– DBS economist Irvin Seah

Said Mr Seah Soew Khiang,
founder of spice maker Seah’s
Spices: “Using automation
comes with a large cost and is
very risky.
“It’s not that we don’t want
to, but it’s a matter of not being able to implement because
of budget constraints.”
The Budget statement, due
to be delivered next Monday,
will go some way in addressing
these issues faced by small
firms.
In particular, Deputy Prime
Minister and Finance Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam is
expected to announce new
“pain-killers” to aid struggling
firms, said DBS economist Irvin
Seah.
“The Government will persist and firms will have to go
along.
“But it will make the medicine a bit easier to swallow
with new measures in the Budget,” he said.
aaronl@sph.com.sg

Samwoh Corporation technical manager Kelvin Lee (left) and director Ho Nyok Yong at the company’s new hot-mix asphalt recycling plant in Sungei
Kadut. The facility, which started manufacturing last month, was imported from Switzerland. ST PHOTO: DESMOND FOO

Samwoh builds up recycling efforts
For Sale By Tender
GUANG MING INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
65 Upper Paya Lebar Road
Freehold Redevelopment Industrial Site in the
Paya Lebar/Tai Seng Commercial Hub
y
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Suitable for Corporate Headquarter
Adjacent to Tai Seng MRT (Circleline 11)
Mukim Lot 24 - 06079M
Site Area : 1,838.5 sq m (19,789 sq ft)
Master Plan Zoning (2008) : Industrial B1 (White)
Plot Ratio : 3.5 (B - 2.5) W

Tender Closing Date extended to :

28 Feb 2013, Thursday, 3pm
For Enquiries & Tender Document
Estate Agency Licence No: L3007333E

Christina Sim (R030726F) @ 9638 8813
Mansen Ong (R031312F) @ 9197 6836

By CHERYL ONG

used to build road kerbs, but
was not used in building structures due to concerns over its
strength.
However, after five years of
intensive research, Samwoh
realised it could be adapted for
this use, and went on to employ it to construct the EcoGreen Building.
It also embedded fibre-optic
sensors within the building’s
columns, which track how
much material is compressed
by the weight of the building.
The real-time data collected
then shows whether the structure is sound.
The building, which was officially opened in March 2010,

LOW productivity is a curse of
the building industry, but Samwoh Corporation is one company that is investing heavily to
lift output and produce more
sustainable building methods.
One way has been in developing pioneering efforts to recycle construction debris.
The civil engineering and
building material company,
with a turnover of $350 million
last year, was the first in the region to construct a building
using recycled granite, also
known as recycled concrete
aggregate.
The material is commonly

cost about $5 million to build –
of which $4.5 million came
from Samwoh and $500,000
came from government grants.
The company has also set up
a hot-mix asphalt recycling
plant at a cost of $5 million.
The facility, which started
manufacturing last month, was
imported from Switzerland.
Samwoh technical manager
Kelvin Lee said it has replaced
two older plants, and can produce asphalt mix from reclaimed pavement waste.
It also produces 320 tonnes
of asphalt mix per hour from asphalt, granite and sand fillers –
more than the combined output
of 270 tonnes per hour from

the plants it replaced, he noted.
The material produced can
then be used to pave the surfaces of roads and aircraft runways.
Samwoh needs only seven
staff to run the operation,
down from 10, while the company’s energy consumption has
been reduced by 30 per cent.
But even more efforts to promote sustainable development
will have to be made, said its director Ho Nyok Yong.
“Contractors like us are always thinking of ways to cut
costs,” he said. “But it’s not so
much for the money, it’s to be
a more progressive company.”
ocheryl@sph.com.sg

Dim sum
bond
wagon
on a roll
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D15, Meyer Road, ideal for redevelopment
Land 25,525 sf, FH, Zoned 2-sty bungalows
Rectangular level site
Near Parkway Parade & East Coast Park

• D10, Holland Rise GCB Area
• Land 15,090 sf, FH, 6+2 with pool
• Excellent condition, near Holland Village

• D11, Linden Drive, potential for redevelopment
• Land 9,860 sf, FH, Zoned 2-sty semi-detached
• Near good school & amenities

Expression of Interest Closing:
6 Mar 2013 (Wed) at 3pm

Expression of Interest Closing:
26 Feb 2013 (Tue) at 3pm

Please contact Investment Department: 6222 1333
Chia Mein Mein 9117 4522 (R001326B)
Mary Sai 9388 7879 (R027878I)

The three Singapore
banks are issuing
Chinese currency
bonds, paving the way
for other corporates to
join the ride
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